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bmw euro styl

It's all in the

detail
Good design begins with honesty, trusting your intuition and 
asking tough questions. often enhanced by collaboration, 
design is the conscious effort to impose a meaningful order 
around our environment. by Richard Webb T

he bmw south Africa 2013 eurostyle tour to lisbon and london 
began with some tough questions: Have the enduring ideals of 
up-and-coming as well as established designers been blunted 
by a set of tough trading conditions? what effect has reduced 
consumer spending had on the appetite for quality design and 
innovation?

lisbon is europe’s westernmost capital city and it nestles on Portugal’s 
west coast, against the Atlantic ocean. water is a central part of the 
city’s identity and this was my first visit. It immediately struck me as 
europe’s version of san Francisco – with its steeply raked hills and 
cheerfully coloured trams. the 17,2km Ponte Vasco da Gama bridge 
spanning the tagus river looks similar to the Golden Gate bridge and is 
built to withstand an earthquake 4,5 times stronger than the 1755 quake 
that all but destroyed this hub of Portuguese design. For centuries lisbon 
has been a powerhouse, conquering remote parts of the world – from 
mozambique to brazil – and benefiting from exotic influences in art 
and culture.

If, as Aristotle claims, the aim of art is to represent not the outward 
appearance of things, but their inward significance, then the fabulous 
muDe Design and Fashion museum in lisbon is arguably the capital of 
art and design. the pedestrianised rua Augusta in the baixa district of 
lisbon is home to a huge, raw space – a semi-derelict former bank 
headquarters – housing Francisco Capelo’s fashion collection of more 
than 1 200 haute couture pieces from the likes of Jean Paul Gaultier, 
balenciaga, Vivienne westwood, and yves saint laurent. mude means 
change in Portuguese and this is what the project is all about.

beautifully curated exhibits span the early 20th century through to 
today, with ever-changing temporary exhibitions contrasting with a 
permanent collection of more than 1 000 design objects from luminaries 
like Arne Jacobsen, Philippe starck and Charles eames. In an early 
indication of how bmw’s design simplicity made products easy to 
use, Count rivolta’s egg-shaped bmw Isetta also features. It caused 
a sensation in 1953, with its bubble-type windows and outward-hinged 
front end. It was lauded for its phenomenal 5.6l/100km fuel economy 
and 85km/h top speed and is a worthy addition to the exhibits. 

but fuel economy was not uppermost on my mind as I journeyed the 
24 kilometres west through Av brasília and the A5, away from lisbon 
and into the parish of Cascais – and the ex Formula one racetrack of 
estoril – to drive the brand new bmw 4-series coupé. the new sporty 
248km/h bmw 428i coupé sips fuel at a surprisingly frugal 6.6l/100km 
– a figure close to the tiny Isetta. but I drove the more powerful top 
of the range 435i coupé, which is the most powerful petrol version 
available until the m4 arrives in 2014. the bmw 4-series is more than 
just a new name for the 3-series coupé - it has a lower centre of gravity 
than any current bmw, a longer wheelbase, wider track and reworked 
suspension, yet it’s managed to shed 25kg of weight, making the car feel 
sportier than the 3-series saloon it’s based on. 
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lars, my race track clerk of the course and driving instructor, went 
ahead of me for two fairly swift ‘sighting’ laps to help me ingest the 
sweeps and turns of this challenging track before unleashing me on my 
solo hot-laps in this 250 kw car.  As the pace car peeled off into the 
pits, it was time to see if that demanding tarmac ribbon of estoril was 
the perfect place to explore the coupé’s limits. selecting sport or sport 
Plus, I set off on a few hot laps around the twisty circuit and soon 
became convinced that it has more grip than the outgoing m3 and was 
utterly convincing with its accessible torque band and the magnificent 
eight-speed auto. but it isn’t merely at these extremes that it impresses. 
It all seamlessly comes together on the road, rewarding the driver with 
unprecedented clarity and intensity.

It is designs like this that are imbued with empathy – an intimate 
connection with the feelings of the user – that cross all design 
disciplines. this fact is certainly not lost on madeira-born Fátima lopes. 
In a dramatic change of pace, I met at her fashionable rua da Atalaia 
studio in lisbon to discuss her innovative prêt-à-porter glamour. Anyone 
who cares, even moderately, about design can name the decisive events 
that set him or her on that path. I asked this riveting Iberian designer what 
her most seminal event was. “I achieved a major break in 1994 when I 
exhibited a daring collection in the Paris salon du Prêt-à-Porter Féminin.” 
these formative design lessons would lay the groundwork for her later 
commercial success.

lopes, who is fluent in German, Portuguese and english, opened her 
first international store two years later in rue de Grenelle, Paris, and 
promptly began diversifying her collection by creating bags and shoes 
for men and women. Her latin-inspired, figure-hugging dresses and slinky 
suits feature deeply contrasting shades and steaming-hot-pink ballgowns, 
including a cornucopia of blush-worthy bikinis. 

“In 2000 I appeared on the Paris catwalk myself wearing a r10m 
bikini – the world’s most expensive – made out of diamonds and gold,” 
smiles lopes expansively. 
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wrenching myself away proved difficult, but necessary, as 
the tour set a course of one degree 34 minutes west, towards 
london. the mission? to find the very best in furniture, lighting 
and product design in this fascinating british city. 

our base in london was to be the Great Northern Hotel, 
revitalised by Jeremy robson, managing director of rAm, which 
brings together hotel investment, development expertise and 
structured finance. the affable robson has created a modern 
boutique hotel that respects the heritage of the Grade II listed 
building at london’s railway gateway to europe. First opened in 
1854, it was designed by Victorian master builder lewis Cubitt. 
Now magnificently refurbished, the Great Northern Hotel 
is probably the finest luxury boutique hotel in london and a 
striking a balance between the creative and commercial.
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It was at the Café royal, just off regent street that I met one of south 
Africa’s most commercially successful designers, the exuberant Christopher 
Jenner. based in london since 2010, he is a graduate of the Johannesburg 
school of Art and the boston school of Design in Cape town. 

working globally, he implements a design process called ‘fractal analysis’. 
this strategic technique of discovery deconstructs a task into multiple facets 
representing the heritage, product and personality of a project. He then 
creates a story from a kaleidoscopic application of colour and texture to 
explore the relationship between storytelling and design. “brands need to 
passionately engage creativity and craft when communicating the stories 
that lie at the heart of their attraction,” he says. evident in the immense detail 
of his work is a passion for artisanal skill; it lends 
a tangible, emotive quality and creative refinement. 

His commercial projects generate valuable global 
exposure and recognition for his clients and his latest 
work, for Penhaligon’s of regent street. A triumph 
of beaux-Arts style and a symbiosis of the classic 
and contemporary, it’s a fusion of classic edwardian 
splendour and Japanese manga. “I decided to do 
something a little different. the perfume brand has its roots in edwardian 
barbering and the traditions of english eccentricity and perfumed whimsy. 
reinterpreting these traditions for a modern and vibrant retail environment 
was potentially a challenging brief.”

“Brands need to passionately 
engage creativity and craft when 
communicating the stories that 
lie at the heart of their attraction”
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Navigating and exploring london and other big cities was made easier by 
the ideas from Puneet mehta’s myCityway outfit. “It’s about understanding 
and delivering a consumer’s needs before they actually needed them,” 
he enthused. mehta produces self-learning highly personalised mobile 
interfaces and apps, which guide residents and visitors through their daily 
experiences in cities around the world. His platform currently connects 
millions of consumers with their daily information needs in over 100 cities, 
with a personalised discovery engine and dashboard that helps them 
unlock the potential to the city around them. the myCityway platform 
is designed to connect to devices in bmws, airplane seatbacks and 
information kiosks.

“the idea of living in a world in which every device really knows and 
understands a user is becoming more of a reality. If consumers have to 
reintroduce themselves to every screen, they will grow frustrated and 

disenchanted with the experience.” A consumer’s intent is different across 
all screens. on an airplane seatback, for instance, the user will want 
helpful information and offers for their destination city.

mehta concludes by saying “in the future, we will have omni-channel 
apps – content and media that allow for real-time personalisation across 
all smartphones, web, tV, cars and wearable computing”. If that were all 
too complex, the old-world charm of 28-year-old rolls-royce bespoke 
designer, Alex Innes, came as a welcoming balm to soothe my digital 
angst. 

this year, rolls-royce motor Cars of Goodwood, england, celebrated 
10 years of production with a special collection of Ghost and Phantom 
models and are about to launch wraith, the most powerful rolls-royce 
ever built in the marque’s 109-year history. we met Innes over dinner at 
Heston blumenthal’s restaurant, Dinner, at the mandarin oriental Hyde Park 
in london, to find out more about the youngster with huge responsibility 
for the brand. “Nearly every rolls-royce Phantom and almost three in four 
rolls-royce Ghosts sold around the world are commissioned with bespoke 
personalisations. we have doubled the number of highly skilled bespoke 
designers, engineers and craftspeople in our assembly hall to create cars 
as unique as our clients' own fingerprints.” what were the most simple of 
requests that Innes receives, I wondered? “It starts with subtle additions 
like initials embroidered into headrests and handcrafted marquetry, but 
customers may also start from a blank canvas with scope to create a one-
of-a-kind automotive masterpiece.”  

No appropriate request is left unexplored, with more elaborate 
commissions including sourcing a wood-set from a tree on a customer’s 
estate and the development of exterior paints and interior leathers 
perfectly colour matched to a favourite lipstick. Customers seeking to 
complement their lifestyles can commission handcrafted picnic sets, cigar 
humidors and champagne coolers. 

one of the options well-heeled customers may specify in their Phantom 
is the rolls-royce starlight Headliner: 1 600 tiny lights in the headliner 
create a sense of motion of the universe and the rotation of planets. 
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stars of a different style were encountered when I travelled to the 
down-to-earth blackfriars road, southwark studio of two moscow-born 
sisters, ekaterina and maria yaschuk. together, they explore collaborative 
ambient computing and interactive technologies for interior design use, to 
create striking wallpaper that works as a unique feature for contemporary 
interiors. “lighting is a feature that one would normally expect to see 
next to or attached to the wall, but we have abandoned tradition and 
incorporated lights into our wallpapers," explains ekaterina. 

leDs provide ambient lighting and they are fully incorporated into the 
material. the subtle lighting adds an aesthetic quality but also provides a 
spatial marker at night when all other lights are off. the use of swarovski 
crystals accentuates the impact of the leDs as the two work in harmony to 
create a dramatic impact. “we are rescuing walls from the background, 
integrating bold patterns with leD lights and crystals to create a deep 
visual experience that transforms walls and wallpaper into works of art,” 
says maria.

Innovative use of electrical charge is also writ large in one of the 
most spectacular components of the bmw south Africa eurostyle tour. 
while art does not have to work, design most certainly does and this 
is manifestly conveyed in bmw’s fresh new reimagining of mobility. 
bmw i is a groundbreaking concept for sustainable mobility designed 
around electric vehicles and mobility services like myCityway. unveiled 
simultaneously in london, New york and beijing to a world experiencing 
dramatic changes in mobility, the zero emissions i3 electric vehicle is 
designed around the needs of 21st-century cities. Inspiring design defined 
by sustainability is an exciting prospect, but can an all-electric car really 

be sporty and premium? I didn’t get the opportunity to drive the car, but 
initial performance figures suggest we can expect acceleration from 
0-100km/h in about seven seconds – as quick as the powerful V12 bmw 
750i of just 13 years ago. but is it premium? 

bmw Design is always reinventing itself but seems keen to remember its 
own roots, having realised long ago that high-tech devices can be friendly. 
Having sat in the vehicle, it’s clear that the materials are robust and well 
assembled: the group’s first all-electric vehicle and the first mass-produced 
carbon-fibre and aluminium car. made using wind and water-generated 
energy, it has an all-electric driving range of 128 – 160km that can be 
supplemented with an optional range extender, providing extra peace of 
mind. with an urban agility to help make city traffic more tolerable, it is 
an impressive, premium package that will move us closer to embracing 
electric mobility and zero emissions. the opportunity to think freely and 
creatively as well as having the constant desire to create true innovations 
has created a game changer for sure, and we will be able to buy it locally 
at the end of 2014.

Designers have shown that it is always necessary to be one step 
ahead of the times, in terms of both technology and design. this results 
in a combination of innovative technology and pioneering design and 
a minimal environmental footprint. when a design solves a functional 
problem, as simply and elegantly as possible, the resulting form is honest 
and timeless. uncompromising customer-centric design in its purest form 
is at the heart of every solution and the tour highlighted that the best 
designs in the world are based on purpose and function, while cementing 
the relationship between brands, emotion, luxury and craft.


